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Abstract. A new method is presented to derive the expression of the highest-weight
polynomial used to build the basis of an irreducible representation (IR) of the unitary
algebra U(2J +1). After a brief reminder of Moshinsky's method to arrive at the set of
equations defining the highest-weight polynomial of U(2J+1), an alternative derivation
of the polynomial from these equations is presented. The method is less general
than the one proposed by Moshinsky but has the advantage that the determinantal
expression of the highest-weight polynomial is arrived at in a direct way using matrix
inversions.
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1. Introduction

The unitary algebra in 2J + 1 dimensions, U(2J + 1), is of central importance in the
solution of the many-body problem in physics. Its significance can be understood from
a second-quantisation formulation of the many-body problem. Indeed, when several
bosons or fermions are involved, creation and annihilation operators a\ and a2 can be
used to build the underlying Fock space. The operators a\ and a; (the label i is used
to characterise the individual states occupied by the particles with i = 1 , . . . ,2J -f- 1)
satisfy commutation rules for bosons,

[a,-, a}] = Sij [a,-, a3) = [a\, a]} = 0

and anti-commutation rules for fermions,

{a,-, a]} = Sij {a,, a,-} = {a}, a]} = 0 .

We can then define (2J + I)2 operators Qf,
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and by using the commutation (anti-commutation) rules of the boson (fermion)
operators, it can be shown that the Q{ satisfy the commutation rules

These relations characterise a U(2J + 1) algebra and the operators Q\ are called the
infinitesimal generators of the algebra. So, a second-quantised description of the many-
body problem immediately reveals an underlying algebraic structure U(2J + 1).

Representations play a crucial role in the theory of Lie algebras and its applications
in physics are many; examples in nuclear and molecular physics can be found
in [1, 2, 3, 4]. Of special relevance are the so-called irreducible representations (IR)
because they define the basis where the invariant operators (i.e., operators that commute
with all generators of an algebra) are diagonal and because in many cases the main
observables like the hamiltonian or the transition operators can be expressed in terms
of these invariant operators. Thus, a key point in algebraic models is to characterise
the IRs of an algebra or a chain of algebras which is used to describe the problem.
Moshinsky [5, 6] demonstrated that the IR of a unitary algebra is characterised by a
partition of the number of particles involved and he showed that a basis of the space
underlying the IR can be constructed from the so-called "highest-weight polynomial".
The derivation of the expression for this polynomial was given in [5] and [6].

In the next section a brief reminder of Moshinsky's method is given as well as
a description of the equations that define the highest-weight polynomial. Then, in
section 3, a new way of deriving this polynomial is presented.

2. Irreducible representations of U(2J + 1) and their highest-weight
polynomial

2.1. Generators and invariant operators

One of the aims of representation theory is to construct a general basis of any IR of the
unitary algebra U(2J + 1). In order to achieve this let us, following Moshinsky, consider
several types of particles. For each kind of particles there are (2 J + 1) individual states
and, furthermore, it is assumed that there are n kinds of particles. The operators of
creation and annihilation can then be written as a^s and a^s where the Greek label
characterises the number of states (/J, = 1 , . . . , 2J + 1) and the Latin label characterises
the type of particle (s = 1 , . . . , n). We assume here that the particles are bosons so that
they satisfy the following commutation rules:

The generators of the U(2 J + 1) algebra, Q%', can now be defined by summing over the
index s in the operators a^sa^ts:

s = l
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The commutation rules among these operators are

It follows that the operators Q£ and Qu
v commute:

= 0 . • (4)

Invariant operators of the first order are defined as
2.7+1

Css> = Yl alsa»s' • (5)

Their most important property is that they commute with the generators:

[c^g£]=o. (6)
Note also that the operators (5) satisfy the same commutation rules as the generators:

[Cst, CS't'] — Sts'Cst' - 8st'Cs't (7)

and, in particular, Css commutes with Ctt-

[Css,Ctt} = 0. (8)

Since the Css are hermitian, a basis of a representation of the algebra generated by Q^
can be found where all the Css are diagonal. (In contrast, it is not a priori clear whether
the Cssi (with 5 ^ s') can be diagonalised.) In addition, an irreducible representation
has the further property that the invariant operators Css are proportional to the identity
operator.

On the basis of the preceding definitions and properties the problem at hand can
now be summarised as follows. The vanishing commutation rules (4), (6) and (8) imply
that the operators Q^ and Css can be diagonalised in a common basis. This is the
appropriate basis: all its basis vectors are eigenvectors of G£ and Css simultaneously.
Furthermore, to build the basis of an irreducible representation of the unitary algebra,
the invariant operators Css must be proportional to the identity. As a consequence, their
eigenvalues (hs in the notation introduced below) do not depend on the basis vectors
and remain constant within a given IR ; in contrast, the eigenvalues of Q* (fcM) are
basis-vector dependent.

2.2. The eigenequations

The aim is to construct a basis with vectors that have a polynomial expression in terms
of creation operators of the form

P{a\ua\l1...,a\J+ln) | 0).

Therefore, the annihilation operators GM5, while acting on the basis vectors, can be seen
as a partial derivative with respect to a^s:

d
daL
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as can be easily shown by using the commutation rules (1). The polynomials P must

satisfy

CSSP =hsP for 5 = l , . . . , n (9)

CSS'P = O for s < s ' s.sf=l,...,n (10)

Q£P =jfcMP for n = 1, . . . ,2J + 1. (11)

The equations (9) result from the fact that basis of an irreducible representation is

required and that the hermitian invariant operators Css must be diagonal in this basis.

The equations (11) result because the generators commute among themselves (cfr. (4))

and commute with the invariant operators and, consequently, there exists a basis where

all these operators (G% and Css) are diagonal. As already emphasised in the previous

section, the hs are constant within an IR but the k^ are vector dependent. Finally, the

equations (10) give a set of further conditions.

2.3. The highest-weight polynomial

For the polynomial P which is a solution of the set of equations (11) the set

[fcl5 fc2,..., &(2./+i)] is called the weight of the polynomial. Let us take two polynomials

P and P' , both solutions of (11), whose weights are respectively [fci, k2,... ,&(2j+i)]

and [k[, &2 , . . . , k',2j+1-,]. Then P is said to be of higher weight than P' if the first non-

vanishing coefficient of \{k\ — k[), (k2 — k'2),..., (k^j+i) — k'<2j+u)] iS positive. Generators

can now be classified into three sets:

(i) The Gjf with ji < \i' are called the "raising generators";

(ii) The G£ are called the "weight generators";

(iii) The Q^ with ji > y! are called the "lowering generators".

If we take a polynomial solution P of the set of equations (11) with weight

[&!,..., kpj+i)] then Qppi = Gjf P is also solution of (11) with weight

(i) [ki,..., k^ + 1 . . . . , k^i — 1 , . . . , &(2j+i)] if /u < /x' and therefore Q^< = G%'P is of

higher weight than P:

(ii) [ki,..., k^,..., /t(2j+i)] if n = [i' and therefore Q^ = G£P has the same weight as

P;

(iii) [fci,..., k^i + 1 , . . . , k^ — 1 , . . . , &(2j+i)] if fj. > /J.' and therefore QMM< = G^P is of

lower weight than P.

This result can be demonstrated by use of the commutation rules for the generators:

Thus, for fj, = /j,', Q^fj. satisfies the eigenequations (11) with the same eigenvalues whereas

for different values of // and fj,' only two eigenvalues are shifted, namely those labelled

by fj, and p!. The eigenvalue labelled by JJL increases by 1 and the one labelled by / /

decreases by 1. So the polynomial Q^i becomes of higher weight if \x < \x' and of
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lower weight if /i > /J,'. Note that if the polynomial P is also solution of the set of
eigenequations (9) and (10) then Q^ is also a solution of this set of equations with
exactly the same eigenvalues hs\.

Therefore, by applying the raising generators on any solution of the eigenequa-
tions (11), (10) and (9) a polynomial V of highest weight is obtained satisfying the
following set of equations:

CSSV =hsV for s = l,...,n (12)

C5 S .-P = O for s<s' s , s ' = l , . . . , n (13)

Q'P =KT> for /i = l , . . . , 2 J + l (14)

g»V =0 for n,fi' = l,...,2J+l fjLKfi'. (15)

The last equation (15) characterises the fact that the polynomial is of highest weight.

THEOREM 2.3.1

A solution of the eigenequations (12), (13), (14) and (15) can be written as

^2-hi / * i2...2J+l\h2J+1~fl2J+2

where A2J+2 — 0 and with determinants defined by

.a

(16)

(17)

In (16) this definition can be written as

12...r _

*12

a 2 1

*22

a i

« r 2

"us

a•2r 4,
We call the result (16) Moshinsky's theorem. The demonstration of the theorem is
straightforward and based on the fact that a determinant is a alterned multi-linear form
i.e., vanishes if two rows (or two columns) are identical.

(i) First, derive the action of the invariant operators on the polynomial V:

2J+1 2J+1

H=l k=l

12...2J+l\h*-!+l-hlJ+2

% This property is crucial for building a basis of an IR: when applying the lowering generators to the
highest-weight polynomial a space is built where the invariant operators are proportional to the identity
which thus generates an IR.
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2J+1 2J+1

u=l fc=i

x (hk - hk+1
2 "k

If the index k is lower than /J, or 5' then d&\l'"k/da^s, vanishes (for these values of
k there is no a^s, in the determinant) and therefore the second sum over k is for
k > n and k > s'. Furthermore, if k is greater than pi and 5', then the operator
a^s, appears only once in each monomial of the determinantal expansion and the
action of J2^ a\s®l®a\s' consists of replacing the row s' by the row s:

t

4s'

4 k

a2\

t

4s>

4k

••• £

••• 4k

'••• i

• • • 4s'

••• 4 k

—*

42

4s

4k

«21 • • •

a 2 2

4 s •••

4 k • • •

4s

4k

••• « L

••'• 4s

••• 4k

Thus, if s < s'. the last determinant has two identical rows and vanishes for all
k. Consequently, CssiV — 0 and V satisfies equation (13). If 5 = s', then no
determinant is shifted and the summation over k gives

2J+1 (2.7+1 >

CssV= J2 {(hk-hk+1)V} = \ Y^ {hk-hk+1)\V = hsV.
k=s I k=s )

Therefore V also satisfies (12).

(ii) The action of the generators on the polynomial V gives

s = i

2J+1

3 = 1 k=l

n 2J+1

12...2J+1J

...k^hk~hk+1

s = l

X (hk — hk+i 12 .2J+l\h2J+1~h2J+2
k12...2J+lJ

If the index k is lower than \x' or 5, then dA\l-l/da^,s vanishes (for these values
of k there is no a/x,s in the determinant) and therefore the second sum over k is for
k > \J! and k > s. Furthermore, if k is greater than fx' and 5, then the operator
4's a P P e a r s only once in each monomial of the determinantal expansion and the
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action of £ a\is9/da[,s consists of replacing the column \J! by the column

#12 a 22

' I s **»

21

•t>

2it a

lks

alk

The determinant thus vanishes for JJL < p! because two columns are identical and,
consequently, the polynomial V is a solution of equation (15). For \i — / / , the
determinant is unaltered and one finds

2J+1

k=n<

(2.7+1

hk+1

Therefore V also satisfies (14) with k^, = h^.

In summary, the polynomial V defined by (16) is a polynomial of highest weight
which is a solution of the equations (12), (13), (14) and (15). It can be shown (cfr. [6])
that the solution is unique and that, by applying the lowering generators on it, a basis of
an IR of U(2J + 1) is generated which is characterised by the weight of the polynomial
V.

3. A new derivation of the highest-weight polynomial

The method followed by Moshinsky and sketched in the previous section, conjectures
a certain form of the highest-weight polynomial which subsequently is verified to
satisfy the equations characterising the highest-weight polynomial. More specifically,
Moshinsky first solved the set of equations (12)—(14) which characterises the basis vectors
of an IR and then added the condition (15) which requires the polynomial to be of highest
weight. The general solution of the first three sets and the consequence of the last set of
equations leads to the determinantal expression for the highest-weight polynomial. The
present approach is different. The entire set of equations (12)—(15) is solved at once
and, in solving these equations, the determinantal expression is obtained directly while
arriving at a better understanding of the mathematical origin of the determinants.

First, the set of equations (12)—(13) can be given a matrix interpretation. The
notation a^s = xMS is adopted where the variables xMS are taken as (2J + l)n real
variables. For 1J + 1 = n the sets of equations (12)—(13) can be written as

a; n x2\
x12

Xn\

Xn

/ dV

dV

T
\ dxni

dV

dV

T •
dxn2

dV

dp"

dV
dxnn I

= v

1 hx 0

* h2

0

hn )
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In this set of linear partial differential equations a star represents an unknown function
which depends on the variables x^s and is associated with the action of the dj for i > j
on the highest-weight polynomial.

A new function Q can be defined formally as Q = ln('P) and satisfies the equations

dQ _ I dV
dxij V dxij

Thus Q is a solution of the following system of linear partial differential equations:

\ / dQ dQ _4 dQ \ / L n A \

• xn2

xn x21

\ X2n X,
I

0

h2

\

0

0

0

Kdxn\ dxn2 dxnn

where a,-j are hitherto unknown functions of Xij. By left-multiplying this matrix equation
by the inverse of the matrix (x^) one arrives at the following set of differential equations:

_9Q_ - 1
d§6n

dZnn

£12 x22

X7

( hx 0

h2 •••

• • • ann-i

0 \

0

0

The same procedure can be applied to the set of equations (14) and (15) leading to the
matrix expression

/ dV dV

dV

dx2n

dV
dxnn I

\

^22 xn2

x

= v

I

\

fcl

0

•
0

-*-

k2
• • .

0

:

• * •

kn )

In this expression a star represents the unknown action of Q^ for \JL > fi' i.e., a lowering
generator on the highest-weight poynomial. After dividing by V and right-multiplying
with the inverse of the matrix (x^) one obtains

dxu

dx21

JQ_
dxnl

dxn

9^22

JO- ...
dxn2

JjSL

dx2n

_9Q_
dxnn

\

I

—

h

0

I o 0
Ax-1

I
X nn /

where fi^ are functions of Xij to be determined. There are thus n2 + n linear partial
differential equations satisfied by a function of n2 independent variables and so these
equations cannot be independent. From the special structure of the a and (5 matrices
one deduces the equations

dQ
_
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where the inverse of the matrix (xij) is denoted by (yji)- Since the inverse of a matrix
is the transposed matrix of the co-factors [7] (i.e., the determinants obtained after
leaving out the ith row and the j t h column§ of the matrix X{j and denoted here as
( — iy+JA1

1"
J
iZu+i"n) divided by the determinant and by using the Cramer's expansion

of a determinant (cfr. [8]), one may assert that
A l...n\

1 (18)
dx

i3
where A};;;™ is the determinant of the matrix (x{j).

These matrix equations can now be solved by an iterative method, beginning with
i = n and j = n and then for decreasing values of these labels. First, one has

dQ L dQ ,
dxin dxnj

so that

and

dQ
dxin

dQ
da

_
— <<>n

—

(19)

(20)
nj nj

For i = n and j = n one finds that kn = hn and, after integration,

)) (21)

with Po independent of xnn. Likewise, by using this expression for Q and the
equations (19)—(20), one shows that PQ does not depend on z;n or xnj either. Already
at this point we see that the determinants in the highest-weight polynomial come from
the matrix inversion and we have a better understanding of the general origin of this
polynomial.

So far it has been shown that

Q = In = In ln(P0) -

where the function Po does not depend on xnj or X{n. The original matrix equation can
be rewritten by introducing the function Q' = ln(Po) which is equally independent of

xn
\

81"(Ai-")

9x21

dQ' . u 9 1 "( A i -" )

( ^ 0
4- hn

0

0

0

dx2n

dQ'

dx2n

\ Note that the label order is the same.
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The second matrix can be split into two parts to give

10

xn

xn x21

Xln X2n

3x n
dQ'
3x2l

dQ'

Xn2

Xnn j

0

h2

dQ'
dx12
dQ'
d

dQ'

0

0

00
9 A } - "

0 0 /

dx12

3X22

3A};;;^ 3A};;^
3xni 3xn2

dx2n

3x n n /

In the matrix (dln(Aj;;;")/<9x;j) one recognises the expression for the inverse of the
matrix (xij) (once again by using Cramer's expansion of a determinant and of the
inverse of a matrix). Thus, the second term on the left-hand side is proportional to the
identity matrix and the matrix equation reduces to

dQ' _ _ _ dQ'I

xn

I

dxn
dQ'

i2
dQ'
3X22

dQ' dQ'

0 0

mi

3x2n-i

dQ'

0 \
0

0 0

ll - /in 0

ho — hr

\

which can be further reduced to

1 hi - hn 0

o-2\ h2 — hn

\ «n-ll

0

0

0

hn — hn

dQ'

dQ'
3X21 3X22

0

0

0
Oin-ln-2 hn-\ — hn

dQ' \

dQ'

dQ'
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The same kind of manipulations can be carried out for the (

dQ' dQ' \ ,
X\\ £21

^22
dQ' dQ' dQ'

dQ1

11

matrix which results in

Xn-12

••• Xn-ln-1 )

0 K2 "-T1

An-1

Pn-2n-\

\

0 0

This demonstrates that Q' fulfils the same kind of matrix equation as the one for Q but
of one lesser dimension. The same arguments can now be repeated to find the solution
for Q'. In particular, one finds the analogue of equation (21)

lPl (22)

where in this case the function Pi does not depend on the variables xn-ij or Xjn_i. This
process can be continued until the final expression for the highest-weight polynomial is
obtained:

v =
This completes the derivation of the highest-weight polynomial used to build the

basis of an IR of the unitary algebra U(2J + 1).

4. Conclusion

An alternative derivation has been given for the expression of the highest-weight
polynomial of any irreducible representation of the unitary algebra U(2J + 1). Whereas
Moshinsky's derivation was based on the analysis of a few simple examples and a
subsequent conjecture of the general form, the current method consists of a formal
derivation of the polynomial. In this way a better understanding is obtained of the
occurrence of the product of determinants in the expression (23) which is seen to be a
consequence of matrix inversion.
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